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Games.Keywords: Tag Archives: Y-POP Sixteen members of Y-pop group AOA are in the news for an illegal

gambling scandal that hit Seoul’s Gangnam area, YTN reported this week. Police are investigating the
members of AOA for the illegal gambling activities they allegedly engaged in in the trendy area. They are
accused of having gamblers at the clubs they often visited, including… More Evidence Points to “Mega-

Ordinary” AOA in Gambling Scandal A person who has a role in running the alleged illegal gambling rings of
AOA has provided police with more evidence of the scandal, according to Yonhap News Agency. Gambling is
illegal in Korea, and the activities of the nine male AOA members have yet to be proven to be related. AOA
has not directly commented on the illegal gambling scandal, and they released a statement about the issue
on Tuesday. The band said that some of their concert tickets were used to buy gambling tickets. “AOA said
that while they do gamble like every other person, they do not understand how a “mega-ordinary person”

would use [their] fan club tickets as loans to gamble.” Because of the illegal gambling scandal, many venues
in Gangnam Gangnam said they will stop having AOA play there. On September 29, several venues in

Gangnam wrote an open letter about their decision not to hold events featuring AOA c6a93da74d
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